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The Shallows: What the Internet Is Doing to Our BrainsW W Norton, 2010

	“Is Google making us stupid?” When Nicholas Carr posed that question, in a celebrated Atlantic Monthly cover story, he tapped into a well of anxiety about how the Internet is changing us. He also crystallized one of the most important debates of our time: As we enjoy the Net’s bounties, are we sacrificing our...
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Python Programming for the Absolute Beginner, 3rd EditionCourse Technology PTR, 2010

	If you are new to programming with Python and are looking for a solid introduction, this is the book for you. Developed by computer science instructors, books in the "for the absolute beginner" series teach the principles of programming through simple game creation. You will acquire the skills that you need for practical Python...
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Java 9 Dependency Injection: Write loosely coupled code with Spring 5 and GuicePackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Create clean code with Dependency Injection principles

	
		Key Features

		
			Use DI to make your code loosely coupled to manage and test your applications easily on Spring 5 and Google Guice
	
			Learn the best practices and methodologies to implement DI
	
			Write more...
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ASP.NET Core 5 and Angular: Full-stack web development with .NET 5 and Angular 11, 4th EditionPackt Publishing, 2021

	
		Build robust modern web applications using .NET 5, Entity Framework Core, and Angular 11

	
		Key Features

		
			Updated with the latest features and additions in ASP.NET Core 5 and Angular 11
	
			Design, build, and deploy a Single Page Application or Progressive Web App
	...
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Lucid Waking: The Answer to the Problem of ConsciousnessIndependent Publishers Group, 2021

	There is no problem more baffling to the academic world than the problem of consciousness. It’s fair to say that no academic has any clue at all about what consciousness is. In fact, academics have totally confused it with something radically different, namely sentience. The problem that faces the academic world is the insurmountable one...
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Preventing Web Attacks with ApacheAddison Wesley, 2006
The only end-to-end guide to securing Apache Web servers and Web applications

Apache can be hacked. As companies have improved perimeter security, hackers have increasingly focused on attacking Apache Web servers and Web applications....
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Microsoft  Internet Security and Acceleration (ISA) Server 2004 Administrator's Pocket ConsultantMicrosoft Press, 2006
Delivering immediate answers for the day-to-day  administration of ISA Server 2004, this guide offers the focused,  straightforward information you need to solve problems and get the job done.

Portable and precise, this pocket-sized guide delivers immediate answers for  the day-to-day administration of ISA...
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Phpeclipse: A User GuidePackt Publishing, 2006
The PHP language has come a long way from its humble roots as a set of Perl scripts written by
Rasmus Lerdorf. Today, PHP enjoys enormous market share and the latest release, PHP 5, sports a
robust object-oriented programming model. Naturally, development practices have also matured.
Those of us who taught ourselves PHP in the late...
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Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5 Administration UnleashedSams Publishing, 2007
This comprehensive guide can help you administer Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5 effectively in any production environment, no matter how complex or challenging.
 

Long-time Red Hat insider Tammy Fox brings together today’s best practices for the entire system lifecycle, from planning and...
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DB2 9 Fundamentals Certification Study GuideMC Press, 2007
Starting with the certification process itself and ending with the concept of isolation levels and locking, this guide covers everything needed to know to pass the DB2 9 Fundamentals Certification Exam (Exam 730). The prerequisite for all intermediate and follow-on DB2 certifications, XML usage, basic table creation, a rich set of sample...
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Maximum MIDI : Music Applications in C++Manning Publications, 1997
The seed for this book was planted in 1993. I found myself frustrated by the obstinate, poorly documented, and woefully inadequate MIDI functions available to me as a Windows programmer. So, I set out to write a set of routines that would allow me to write music applications without sweating the MIDI details.

This seemed like a...
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Ruby on Rails BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Thanks to the explosive growth in popularity of the Rails framework, the equally popular Ruby programming language now has a great place to hang its hat. The powerful combination of the two provides the perfect toolset to create Web applications that feature concise code, clean syntax, and easy maintenance. This must-have book is your best guide on...
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